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The feilberg Letters:
A Danish Family's Reflections
on Canadian Prairie Life (II)
By Jorgen Dahlie

Readers of the previous issue of The Bridge (no. 3, 1979)
will have made the acquaintance of the Ditlev and Julie
Feilberg family . Their arrival in Saskatchewan some seventy
years ago and their subsequent experiences in Canada have
been documented in a series of letters sent to relatives in
Denmark . In eloquent, often poignant language, the letters
tell an absorbing story of the immigrant' s hopeful
expectations - and of the often harsh reality - in a new
land .
In the following excerpts, Julie, Marie, and Henning write
in turn about their own activities . In those letters to relatives,
particularly to the Feilberg children left in Denmark - Eva,
Anna, and Niel s Peter - there is considerable evidence of the
strong ties to the old homeland, despite the optimistic tone of
the writing. Henning writes as a man quickly matured to face
new responsibilities, and at 18 is ready to start on his own.
Marie reflects on life as a young "hired girl," needing both
stamina and resolution to cope with the manifold demands
on her time . As the mother, Julie had an added duty not only
of contending with the day-to-day activities on the farm, but
also of keeping the whole family intact, especially those
whose link to the rest was tenuously maintained through
writing. Throughout her letters there is a quiet, confident
note, a sense of duty, humor, and the faith that whatever the
temporary discouragements, the family would prevail. That it
did so, was a testimonial, particularly to Julie Feilberg's
resolution , and to her ability to keep alive the cherished
bonds of kinship and love of country, in Canada as well as
Denmark .
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December 30, 1912
My Dear Little Anna!
Thanks for your letter! If we don't count the unruly little
girl called Dolly, the children have no other playmates than
our animals . Therefore they think a lot of them and are
always very glad when a small chick or calf is born. Now I
want to tell you what happened one day last fall. We have a
cow named Dot, that means a point, and it had white spots
on her body . The two young boys, little Elisabeth and I were
alone at home. The sun went down and we were going to get
the cows in . Often we meet them because they know that in
the barn there is oats waiting for them . They came but Dot
was missing and we knew at once there must have been
something the matter with her wherever she was. Elisabeth
climbed upon the barn roof to look for her and saw her in the
distance about as far away from here as you have to your
school. We had to go aft~r her, I had promised to really look
after her. Elisabeth, Haakon, & Nicolai were to wait by a
slough in the middle of an enclosed field while I went for the
cow. I could see Dot going in a circle round and round a
little red calf that had been born there. The cow bolted
towards me as she was certain I was going to harm her calf it was cold , blustery and looked like snow on the way. Now
was a time when good advice was costly! I couldn 't carry the
calf, it couldn't walk so I had to pull it by the hind leggs
while the mother came behind and charged after me. When
the children saw me they came splashing through to help me
pull the little dumb creature up on dry land . Finally we got
inside the warm stable and Dot licked and comforted her
little one from one end to the other. By then the sun was
down, it was dark out and we were tired out. Since that day
the three children and the little calf have played together
every day. His name is Dandy.
Now the prairie is white, the children ride on sleighs,
make snowmen and freeze their noses red .
I would give all the money I have if only Elisabeth could
have two hours a day to sit by you at the side of your aunt
and learn how as you do, to read and knit.
We all send our greetings. Elisabeth talks about you
almost every day.
Your Julie
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April 21, 1913
Well , the day after my previous letter there came a
"c hinook", a warm wind and in two days all the snow was
gone.
By itself such a rapid thaw is not so good . Marie over at
Behrend's, perhaps three minutes from here, was unable to
come home for ten days . The roads are like small rivers and
in many places were impassable and it is still more dangerous
to drive outside the main ruts . There have been places where
the drivers have stood up on the seats [in the wagons] and
have got wet to the knees. For the past three days we have
had an early spring storm and after it has become practical to
get around so the spring work has started; but it is late and
there are still many wet fields around .
Your friend, Dolly, was here with Marie on the 14th for
Nicolaj's birthday. He didn't want her here at any price but it
was impossible to stop her. You should have seen the little
devil! She thought it was up to her to help celebrate with the
" birthday child" and we had to laugh . She took him by the
hand , led him round in triumph, decked him out with flowers
from the garden , lifted him up and sat him down with a
thump! The boy, who had just lost two of his front teeth and
still has a sore throat following a bout of influenza, had
expected quite another reception, although they usually are at
loggerheads whenever they meet, - because of his surprise
he allowed himself to be handled like a stick of wood; but
Haakon couldn't stand to look at it and went at the little girl
with his fists in order to free his brother. She wasn 't slow to
respond and issued an ultimatum : "If you don't behave
yourself, I'll knock you so flat, you'll never move!" It was
unbelievably bad mannered! She teaches them some English
undoubtedly and Nicolaj is disinclined to marry her now after
their latest encounter! She is a month older than he who is six
but she is a whole head taller.
Henning is ploughing these days with two big, intractable
horses who want to run wild and two four-year olds in harness
for the first time . It's quite a struggle he says, hard on both
the hands and the back . He handles the plough from 6-12 and
from 1-7, and still his work isn't finished. Luckily he is up to
the work and earns good money.
Well , the pen runs on and here there is a lot which is not
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easy . Do you remember David's prayer that my old
grandmother taught me?
"Cast us not away, 0 Father, from your presence and do
not take the Holy Ghost from us. Strengthen us everywhere
with your help and uphold us with your fearless spirit."
Sincerely
Julie

May 20, 1913
Baby and I had a most amusing trip to town on Friday. For
three months she has been at Behrend's and that was her first
day off. She needed some shoes and we had to have
provisions. We have our own horse now and we borrowed a
little buggy from Behrend . It was beautiful , breezy spring
weather under sunny skies . For money I had two dozen eggs
and four pounds of butter; Marie was somewhat wealthier,
she had 10 dollars. We got 20 cents a dozen for eggs and 25
cents for a pound of butter; we find it far too little in
comparison with what groceries cost and we are only able to
barter . Marie bought herself shoes as well as for the younger
ones plus a sack of flour, 50 lbs . for $1.75, and she was as
happy as if she had received a fortune . Then we went to the
post office where there were letters and a parcel for Marie.
The parcel was opened on the way home and she became
very much moved and pleased with the gift [of a watch]. She
has grown up now, three inches taller than her mother,
strong, except for a melancholy look in her eyes which I am
concerned a bit over. We have sewn for her, from patterns we
got here, three pretty, good quality washable dresses. She has
nice stockings and shoes, a fine hat, decent underclothes and
an apron - all of which she has earned and paid for herself.
She is a quiet serious girl , speaks fluent English such that it
was a satisfying experience to be in town with her where
people everywhere were so friendly toward her. Yes, no doubt
you can tell it's her mother who is talking. She earns only 8
dollars a month , I think it is too little as very young girls here
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earn 15-20 dollars during the summer. Mrs. Behrend is good
humoured with Marie and affirms that she is able and of
course I am glad to hear that. She has to get up at three, is
never finished until nine so you see much is demanded of the
children once they get away from the home.
Henning is healthy and happy, has seeded 180 acres in
wheat and is ploughing with 6 horses for the oats; he has
grown and now is even stronger than his father. My husband
has seeded 10 acres which he broke and ploughed last fall
and the crop is coming along fine, in addition he has another
40 acres newly-broken and ploughed which he is waiting to
seed in oats next week . Still, there hasn't been much oats
seeded yet and don't you think it is getting late?
But I was talking about Henning and his 6 horses. We see
him drive off to work each morning. On his way he has to
cross a stream , which is now a raging flood and, since the
bridge has been carried away by the storm, he has to ford the
water. The horses swim and he climbs up on the seat and has
to stand if he is to keep his feet dry . During his lunch break
which lasts an hour he sometimes runs down to catch a pike
but the stream is so fast it's not often he can do it. Just like
his father he sees much in the world of nature (which I
haven't an eye for) and that shortens an otherwise long and
lonesome day. He was saying Sunday how both the cranes
and blackbirds performed a regular quadrille in front of the
plough, the cranes ahead a bit and the blackbirds close
beside him, gliding on outswept wings, shifting places,
bowing and dipping with grace and poise . Some of the
blackbirds have lemon-yellow collars, others bright red and
they look beautiful. They line up in couples, one above the
other and fly away in twos . The cranes are so skittish and
smart that, though they fly by the thousands overhead,
destroy the crops and taste good, people inquire for miles
around if one is ever shot. Henning has made friends with an
old gopher who comes out of his hole when he calls to him
with a particular sound; he has become half-friendly with a
pair of prairie wolves (coyotes?) the female is white, the male
grey and bowlegged . In addition he has some ducks and
prairie chickens around and he can get up close to them
while I am unable to see them even if I'm only a few feet
away from them. He has little time for other than to sit on
the plough, use his eyes to stare out at the endless prairie and
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the big sky which spans over it all.
The three small children and their father are extremely
good friends. Nicolai is the family's most loveable member,
he embraces his father' s legs and crawls up to kiss him .
Haakon follows suite like an old friend . All day yesterday he
directed the plough up one furrow and down the next. It will
stand him in good stead here to learn how to do the work
here. Besides that he knows now how to catch the cattle out
on the pasture, water them, and bring them back to the barn .
He also carries in water for me, prepares the vegetables and
helps in the house .
We planted many vegetables this year and it looks like last
year's supply will hold out until we get the new . Our cellar
and well have both been frost-free this year.
We are still hopeful of being able to buy a quarter section
which is to the north of our farm. Land is that which
everything else turns on such that one can pay off the
machinery, lifestock , and buildings . The [purchase] depends
on many things and is problematical if we will be lucky
before someone else snaps up the land from us; it is what one
calls "company land ." It could be, too, that it will be too
expensive for us as prices increase every year. Spring has been
drawn-out and cold this year, Haakon was right when he
recently remarked that it " was like a cold winter day in
Denmark ." May 17 we had snow the whole day, on the 20th
an inch of ice on the water overnight, and strong winds. The
past few days have been milder; perhaps one day soon we' ll
have the beautiful summer weather upon us.
We have a little pond on our land and my husband , with
great determination , has dug a deep ditch from it to a small
creek which runs across our place, a distance of some
200-300 yards . He hopes thereby to drain the pond and use
the area for hay . It has been fed from a large alkali area south
of here and it will be a difficult project to finish . But we
would gain a large piece of pasture land for our cows .
Many regards from
Your Julie
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August 28, 1913
My husband bought a used "binder" for 50 dollars to be
paid in three years, and yesterday all the wheat was cut. It
has been so nice, so rich and fertile to look at. And now that
it has been cut it is as if a curtain has been rolled up - we
can see again out 40 miles and all that land which lies
between us and the blue hills in the distance. Now it appears
in the clear fall sunshine, dressed in brilliant colours. I wish it
were possible for you to take one of these modern airplanes
over the ocean so you could be with us for a day or two.
More in order to see the land than us . We are just one
[family] amoung thousands of struggling pioneers . But the big
fertile, undulating farm land that year after year grows food
for millions from the bare prairie - that amazes me apart
from how we manage and you would wonder at it if you
could see it. It amazes me even if my thoughts swing strongly
between despair and hope, gladness and sorrow.
The day we drove to Nokomis we went about a Danish
mile (seven miles) along a large wheat field and it was, in
fact, just as wide. It belongs to the Johnson brothers, Swedes,
who 6 years ago took out a homestead and bought an extra
quarter ["quart" in original] [160 acres] in addition and now
own 640 acres which they work together. They are among the
best farmers here and have about 400 acres in wheat, the rest
in oats for the horses of which they have ten . Naturally they
have all the modern machinery they need for their work. That
their land is along one of the new roads is certaily lucky just
as it is when a pioneer happens to have a homestead where a
town will be built later.
You can't believe how independent Marie has become .
Mrs. Behrend went with both her little girls to the " states" to
have her third baby and Baby (Marie) was therefore free to
come home. But a Mrs. Hommel, not far from here, offered
her 15 dollars for five weeks help so she thought it would be
worthwhile to earn this . They are well-to-do farmers,
Americans, and live near Nokomis. Pleasant people with one
child , a boy two-years old . So she was home only a half day,
got her clothes in order and by the time she is home again
the summer will surely be over. She speaks English like a
native now and is a good girl and I think you would agree to
that.
Fondest greetings from all of us.
Your Julie
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September 27, 1913
My Dear Daughter,
It has been a cold and unsettled fall. Just recently we had
a couple of days that reminded one of the flood, storm , rain
and the enormous low-lying heaven threatening above us .
One thinks in truth each time it comes : is it not the end of
the world? Now it has cleared up again but devilishly cold ,
the summer has gone. There's a demand for Baby and she has
no hesitation in taking on the work . "It's a long winter," she
says "let me earn while I can ." Luckily she is with good
people and they want her again next summer. But I often
long for her. She and her young, rich , and elegant mistress
had also to get out in the potato field and dug up 200 bushels
in two days. Four worked at the job together, two men and
the two young women but ours looked decidedly tired out
when she was home Sunday. But this year she is high spirited
and happy, they live well - fruit, chicken, beef and
vegetables - so it is not too bad really for either one of us .
Otherwise she would have long since been home.
The hardest thing to do is to keep the clothes in shape
and to sew for everyone. Things are done as soon as possible
but seldom when they should be.
We have all kinds of potatoes this year and we are
keeping them all. I hope that Hindhede is right in saying that
they are good and nourishing. We can save on the expensive
flour of which we still use 100 pounds a month . It takes a lot
of vegetables to make one satisfied , the stomach has to be
extended as well as filled if the body is to get enough .
Everyone gets a soft boiled egg a day along with oatmeal
porridge .
Papa and Henning are out threshing these days. Together
with the horses they can earn a daily wage and we need that
if we are to make it to November. So I and the three small
ones are the only ones left on the farm to water the oxen and
cattle, to pick the vegetables and carry them into the cellar
which is a big job. This year we have a 100 bushels of
potatoes as against 5 the first year, and I have carried most of
them in the house . It is great to have a lot of potatoes but it
is hard on my stamina and I had to stay in bed for two days
after doing the work .
Baby is away most of the time; she has found a good
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place with a young, well established couple with a little boy
who just loves her. I've never seen her so happy before. We
bring her home each Sunday.
The little children have made themselves a hideaway out
on the prairie and naturally I had to go out to see how
sheltered and soft it was . All four of us can lie in it and have
leg room and a back rest. It is lined chiefly with sunflower
stalks and morning glory. Last week I told them about King
Skjold who as a young man seized and killed a bear in his
embrace and through his heroism became a shining example
for all the people in his kingdom .
Since then Nicolai has taken him as his model and when I
give him som ething to eat he asks, " is there nourishment and
strength in the food you are giving me?" And when he has
been especially fastidious or dainty in the last little while
naturally I try to " cure" him. Everything they hear and learn is
worthwhile but they always go back to their beloved
" kongeslot" [King's Park] and barn surrounded by
horses, bulls, and sheep made of small stones. Haakon is
particularly good at doing his share, he weeds, looks after the
animals and was the best at digging up potatoes; but they all
miss a school , not so much for the show, but for training and
as a means to employment. Our father is healthy but he
notices the drain on his strength just as I do.
Your Mother
Julie

October 12, 1913
Through frost and snow Henning ploughed for Behrend
and earned two dollars a day. He has a home, though, poor
as it is for shelter in the worst storm . On his birthday October
6, we had a snowstorm and were thankful to have him home.
His father gave him a knife and a basket of fruit, I gave him
two new shirts and a little Danish flag, the little ones had
chocolate for him . There was a letter from Denmark and I
baked a good cake for him . I wanted to write on a card [to
him] :
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Your mother sits here old and weary
But with peace of mind .
She waits in her old age for your comforting word
Your mother's house has become a shanty where the
cruel drafts come in; the question now is to raise the
sunken walls; forward, Henning, forward!
But I thought it was too selfish and I let it pass . He is now
age 18, just as tall as his father and much stronger.
Marie is 14, but looks older. She is still out working.
Yesterday I noticed she looked tired, although it is a good
place where she works. It's a long ways away, though; she
started at eight dollars a month, only enough for shoes and
some clothes but she now gets twelve, has easier and better
work to do in a well ordered, proper home where she is
treated as one of their own and where there is a little boy
who loves her. She is, in fact, a member of a well-to-do
family .
Elisabeth has become a capable little girl but you know
the one who has to work at home draws the smallest wages .
She's been a real help to me this summer and no matter how
it goes, there is always a lot to be done here. She is growing a
lot, becoming fatter and red-cheeked . Everyone was so pale
and thin in the spring. I had promised her a new dress and
two dollars pay so now she is anticipating going to town to
spend it. She is the most contented of the family but has a
hard time getting adjusted to others . I am glad she has started
to read on her own - this is the greatest satisfaction we have
- and we have several good little books . The reader you sent
last year to Haakon, she reads from but she is only allowed to
if she asks him each day before she takes it and promises to
put it away on his shelf afterwards . She keeps her dolls neat
and clean. One especially nice one that she got in Odense well, I believe she thinks of it as her own baby.
The one who has, in fact, grown the strongest this summer
is Haakon ; he has turned out to be a big husky boy, capable
of taking care of the animals, persistent at weeding in the
garden and now, late in fall, good at playing.
Here is the way things have gone up to now. For the first
while, when spring was still locked out on the bare, treeless,
wet prairie following the long winter, they (the children)
couldn't get started on anything. Since then the little ones
have taken to amusing themselves and they get along so well
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together. Over the summer they made themselves a unique
play place in the rosebush thicket which they call the "king's
park". It is fun to see how the children can keep themselves
amused with so little. Out of sticks and flax straw they built a
little playhouse between the bushes . They made a floor from
some boards which they put on stumps . In addition, they
have a little window which looks out on the "park" . The door
is locked by an iron rod, thick as one's wrist, a piece of an
abandoned seeding machine. They have furniture and the
" ladies" [of the house] are made of silk and paper, decorated
with cross-looking expressions . The fence is built of buffalo
droppings and it encompasses a neat thatched roof - barn
and a pig house attached to it. The stalls are filled with
animals, one gray mare, a white bull with a ring in his nose,
and other animals. Haakon is an able reader but right now
almost everything is at a standstill. Nicolaj is a dear little boy.
Unfortunately he is hopelessly awkward. Out of barbed wire,
sticks and thread he makes the most remarkable things :
plows, threshing machines, binders. It's all quite despairing
for Haakon : " once he starts with it, Mama, I can't get him to
talk about anything else!"
Ordinary play toys do not interest him in the least. But
last week when we had a snowstorm, Hans came out with his
drawer and you should have seen all the "things!" Here one
could see the difference between one who saves and one who
throws away. Each card, every little item that he had received
over here, was there; all the things took up several square
feet ori the front room floor and looked so funny there.
Haakon always says that Nicolai and he own everything in
common but he is always smart enough to put all the stuff in
his own drawer when he packs it away . But whenever it is
out, they play together with it.
The little ones are really our amusement and happiness.
have sewed new pairs of pants with pockets for each of them
and when Hans' birthday comes, he will get a knife.
I think often when the struggle is so endless, what does it
all mean, and what will become of us? I cannot give up hope
that God will, when the time comes, adapt and arrange all for
us for the best! But then often despair comes to mind: do I
have the right to hope and wait for this? There are times
when I long to give it up and to take myself and all mine to
Him without waiting. But the way is long and heavy, often
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one goes astray, often I think He conceals himself from me.
" Do not forsake me, God, do not take your spirit from
me!"
Julie

November 8, 1913
Since I last wrote to you, dear brother and sister, a lot has
happened here. Dolly and Rosemary have got a baby sister,
14 pounds, now there are three girls, that's rather much to
take care of. The whole family now lives in the " States". The
sweet little Rosemary, how I would have liked to see her with
the new, wonder child! Dolly sent Frederick, the young man
here where I work , a jovial little, horribly misspelled letter.
She is also sweet and I am inclined to forgive her her
boorishness - at a distance.
We now have our grain threshed and I was home to help
Mama with the cooking those days . We had hired hands for
only three meals. On Tuesday afternoon they arrived at our
place and Wednesday afternoon they were on their way
again. There were ten men in addition to us children. The day
before I had to go to town by buy bacon , glasses, forks, etc .
And now you shall hear how the family helped out. Papa
and two men threw down the shooks from the stack into the
machine. Henning and another man, each with his own
wagon , took the threshed grain to the " granary" , where
Haakon stood ready with a scoop to shovel it up. Elisabeth
peeled potatoes, fetched water, cleared off the dust and
handled all such small jobs . She is sweet and willing to do
anything and is always ready in an instant. Nicolai is and
remains the little one, he is lazy but funny and we can 't stop
laughing at him though he doesn't want to do anything but
tend his roses . He worked at these that day - or pretended
that he did . First he was away to help Haakon , then he took a
bowl to Henning by the threshing machine, then inside from
10:00 o'clock in the morning to ask if lunch would soon be
ready. So you see, each one had his own work to do.
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Today is Sunday, and I am still not home, we have
company. This is the third Sunday. It is sometimes a peculiar
feeling to be a hired girl. But, now listen to the trick that
Frederick pulled on my yesterday. I was up in my room
cleaning up. Then there is a big room used as a closet and I
went in there with some clothing and one, two, three, Frederick came up and closed the door behind me and I was
locked in . I begged, pleaded, promised him candy,
chewing-gum, a costume. Little good it did me. Mrs. Hommel
had gone out to feed the dog, then the chickens came
running, their water trough was empty. It took about an hour
while I sat in and moped in the closet and became extremely
irritated by my otherwise good friend, Frederick. When Mrs.
Hommel finally came and guessed where I was, she ran up
here and let me out. She burst out laughing but that time I
didn't join her.
[Marie]

January 8, 1914
Dear Grandfather!
The weather goes up and down, on the 6th and 7th we
had a thaw and rain so that all the snow that was here
melted, but last night it snowed again . Today we had rabbit
for lunch, one I had shot. I made some rabbit snares today
and want to see if I can catch some in this way. It is made so
the rabbit will come at it from one side if he wants to have
the vegetable I set out as food , then as soon as he takes it a
stick will fly up to tighten a wire around his neck to catch
him . I have sent away some furs and for the money I bought
some traps which I will use to trap muskrats after the ice is
gone in the spring.
Today I wrote to the government in Regina for a chart
which indicates the homesteads which have not yet been
taken up . There are a few some miles from here and if they
are good I think I would take one - I am soon 19 years old . I
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can still work out next summer and earn a little to start with .
I have one horse, also a cow which will calve next spring.
Perhaps I will be able to buy another pair of horses. We shall
see what happens . There is a good man called Frank Morris
whom I know, he has a homestead to the west and says that
there are still some to be had in his neighbourhood. I've also
become acquainted with an Icelander called Andy .
Regards to al I of you from
Your Henning

Nokomis, Saskatchewan
January 25, 1914
Up to now we have had an ideal winter, a few degrees of
frost, still, clear sunshine. In the afternoons a deep, dark-blue
sky with the stars so distinct and clear against the blue, just
as if one sees them through a telescope. I wonder that some
one hasn't put an observatory in this area! In the past few
days we have had extra cold nights but as long as it is
absolutely still and sunshine we don't notice even if it sinks
to 37° below freezing. Isn't that between 40°-50° Centigrade?
That was a night, though, to stay in bed and keep warm.
However, we have a good stove which keeps going through
the night on a piece of hard coal , keeping the place
remarkably warm and comfortable. With a snowstorm ,
though, nothing helps, neither bed clothes or fire .
Henning has got himself a good gun that cost him 10
dollars . The first day out with it he brought home a big
snowhite rabbit. It had black tips on the ears and [Henning]
got him with the first shot.
Marie the little dear, relishes life in her freedom - she is
in better humor, livelier and easier in her mood than I have
ever seen her over here. For that matter we have all thrived
indoors this winter, I think. We read aloud David Copperfield
and Gennem Orkenen and now have reached Erik Menved's
Barndom. I have always enough sewing too. Washing, baking,
preparing the meals all adds up to work as well. It is actually
a pleasure for me to read with the children during the winter,
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they are all clever and anxious to learn . Haakon is
disappointed whenever it happens once in a while that we
don't read .
It is understood that each one has to give of their time
and recite from memory. Marie reads as well as any
English-speaking person to them . But it is painful to see that
the children are in need of schooling, to see they really wish
to learn , and therefore even with the best effort they receive
a rather limited education . Whenever it happens that I have
to go over to help Mrs. Stiebel , everything falls apart. She had
an operation and had to stay in bed 14 days or more. She's an
odd one, that one. She cannot keep a girl nor do without one.
Before the operation they had brought in from Winnipeg a
big, capable Scottish girl. The evening before Mrs . Stiebel was
to have the operation, the girls went on her way! This
summer they had seven or eight different girls although for
th e most part they have had to do without. Then as usual
Stiebel came to me . I was far from healthy myself after an
unfortunate fall but had to help him out of a tight spot.
There's a little year old boy there and a great deal of work
with the mother in bed, but she is now up on her feet again . I
have told them what I did, I did as a neighbour without
wanting any money . In that way it's strange for me that I like
to help out people but can never get used to the idea of
" hiring out" . He [Mr . Stiebel] is a smart young man but, in
truth, he has two exacting and helpless children to look after :
the baby and wife . He manages his large farm with horses,
cattle, and pigs and has to do most of her work in addition
and in desperation must chase around the country for hired
girls : " You don't know what a bad job is if you haven't been
out hunting girls," he says.
Next winter we will have to find a place for Henning,
there is too little for a fellow his age. That won't be easy.
Here there is work for many in the summer, few in winter.
There are apparently 20,000 idle men in Toronto .
Indeed, one does not escape even if one goes to Canada.
We aren't that capable. But if through toil and even
incompentent toil God will give us our daily bread in a
strange land so that we can, once free, look one another in
the eye, I will thank and pray to him.
When the cold and darkness loom outside like two giants,
when the storm plays its deep, dolorous sound on the
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telephone wires, then many times I feel forsaken, weak, and
struck with dread so profound that I sink helplessly in prayer
for aid and comfort.
"Help us and strengthen us, so we may stand fast,
To strive and to triumph in strife!
God our Saviour, yours the glory
Now and forever more ."
Julie

February 1, 1914
Dear Brother!
Now I have started to work for a man called Alexander . A
man I know, Frank Morris, thinks he is fine so I took the job
for a month and will get 12 dollars which is considered rather
good wages during winter. I am nearly at the point of
regretting it; I have to drive to town every day for all the
water they need no matter how the weather is . The drive is
two " miles" distant. In the morning I have the children to
take in and when I come home I have to water the animals .
In the afternoon I have to go in again and pick up the
children. There are two girls, 14 and 11, and two boys 9 and
6. The older of the two girls is rather cross, always
complaining, the younger one is ugly but jovial, the two boys
are active little devils .
There is a man who has been here a month and I asked
him about the farmer " He is a devil ; one must work outside
the whole day and in the bargain he will by physically abused
as well," was the advice I got. Well , I haven't found that
Alexander was that bad . The first evening when we were
going to bed , we went into a room where there was room for
us and two wide beds. In the one there was a good supply of
bedclothes, in the other just two sheets. He showed me the
latter but then I lost my head and told him I would rather go
home in the middle of the night than to stay there and freeze
to death in a bed with no blankets. Then he hurried to say, if
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I wished, she could share the other bed . So I went to bed
with most of my clothes on and kept pretty warm during the
night. The man froze both his nose and face so I hope that
doesn't happen to me.
I can now play all the tunes you sent me on the ocarina
except, " Jeg gik mig ud ." Will you explain a little more how
to get the half notes and write a few more songs for me.
Your brother, Henning

February 3, 1914
My dear little girl!
Thanks for your letter, you undoubtedly had a good
Christmas in Denmark, there people know better how to
celebrate Christmas than we do here . We don't have real
Christmas trees here but we made one out of wire and paper
and put lights on it, so it looked nice .
The snow lies deep and wet outside our door. When the
children in their " free time" step outside, they can scarcely
take a step without sinking in up to their necks and come in
with their boots and pants filled with snow. For that matter,
they have had a long time to enjoy themselves and have been
able to go sleighing down a little hill which slopes far down
and out on the lake. Their father made them a long sleigh
with room enough for three of them on it and they have
found many ways to use it. It's sometimes quite a problem for
them to pass the long day inside in our little house. Once in a
while they lose track of whether it is forenoon or affternoon;
and they have become somewhat pale looking.
Haakon has a large stable fu 11 of horses and plays
sometimes so enthusiastically with them that we are almost
all ready to join him in play. He is especially fond of a small,
fat stallion that his father has carved for him that will " go",
that is to say, he stays on his feet and can be pulled after him
all round the house .
They also have a lot of fun with a large white cat, called
Snowball, but we have been forced to let it go over to the
barn on account - , well, let's say on account of
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circumstances. Neither the cat nor the children think anything
about that for the moment.
Let me tell you what happened today. It is Sunday and
Marie made us some treats. Those we make ourselves are
both cheaper and better than those we get in town, which is
2-3 miles distant! She had made a bowl full of chopped nuts
and we were looking forward to the treat when she set them
out on a shelf by the kitchen window to cool off. When she
went for them a little later, there was a big, strange dog
standing and ate them all. Well, you can well imagine the
chase! Henning with a broom, Haakon with the stove poker,
Nicolai with a boot. But the long-legged dog thought they
wanted to play with him and jumped out in the deepest
snow, then stood still until they came just up to him. Then he
ran up in the straw stack and bolted away, the children after
him. By the time they got up in the haystack, the dog was
back at the kitchen licking off the last few crumbs on the
plate. Marie and I stood in the doorway and laughed so hard
we forgot to grieve over our loss of the treat but in order to
make up for it a little we took a bit of clean snow and
covered it with preserved grapes. It looked nice and tasted
fine; but, really, one doesn't make candy to treat a strange,
long-legged hound dog.
For Christmas Elisabeth got a beautiful doll from Sams~. It
came Christmas Eve "fine, fresh, and fair" in a flowered dress,
polished patent leather shoes, white silk stockings, bonnet
and purse, golden curls, and brown eyes that close. It is just
too nice for a little prairie girl. None of my girl friends in
Denmark ever had such a nice doll. She does not play with it
each day but wants to keep it nice to keep for her own
children .
Your Mother
Julie
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The DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY was
established in 1977 in order to accomplish the following:

Preserve and promote interest in Danish American traditions.
Collect, evaluate, preserve, and display records (books, pictures,
letters) as well as other artifacts pertaining to the life and culture of
Danish Americans.
Encourage Danish American expression in the arts, humanities,
and social sciences.
Promote research into the life and culture of Danish Americans
and serve as an agency through which resulting studies might be
shared and published.
Seek public and private grants or funds to further projects
and programs sponsored by the Society.
Keep members aware of events and thoughts from contemporary
Denmark.
Provide a means of communication and education for members
through a quarterly publication.
Serve as a clearinghouse and provide information on all phases of
Danish American life.
Organize local or regional chapters to encourage fellowship and to
share ideas.
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